БРС для контуров подачи водяного пара
Couplings for Steam Lines

TE-010-Z03
TE-016-Z02
Description:
The DIN 2825 requires for steam lines made of elastomers to only use couplings that seal on both sides, so no hot fluid may escape. Within those steam lines the natural condensation when cooling down should not create any vacuum situation. The quick-connect coupling types TE-016-Z02 and TE-010-Z03 are designed to perform under those severe conditions. Matching all requirements, they can also be used for steam up to 250 °C.

Features:
• Seal automatically on both sides during disconnection
• Valves open upon negative pressure of 0.2 bar
• No-squirt effect during connection and disconnection
• Easy operation with ring grips having minimal heat transmission
• Ring grips colour marked (red) to follow DIN 2403
• Customer sealing possible with O-ring (not included)

Your advantages:
• Safe to operate
• Safe for the process lines
• Reliable and long lasting
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